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LECTURE 2

ANNOUNCEMENTS

▸ Course homepage, canvas page, logistics, grading 

▸ Course TAs + office hours 

▸ Hong Xu (Monday 2-4 PM) 

▸ Sravan Kumar Neerati (Tuesday 3-5 PM) 

▸ Maheshakya Wijewardena (Wednesday 3-5 PM) 

▸ Amin Mohammadi (Thursday 4-6 PM)

Instructor hours: 1-2 PM after class   
(today canceled)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Homework 1 will be out tomorrow 
(due in two weeks)
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RECAP: LAST LECTURE

▸ Question: given a sorted array, find element x in it  

▸ Algorithm: binary search; proved correctness; running time? 

▸ General way to analyze running time: simply go through each step, write 
down recursive formula 

▸ Subtle aspects of correctness proofs: need to find right inductive statement; 
need to understand where we use hypotheses (e.g., that array is increasing)

A[0] ≤ A[1] ≤ … ≤ A[n − 1]
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TODAY’S PLAN

▸ Basics of data structures 

▸ More examples of run time analysis
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DATA STRUCTURES

▸ How do we store data (inputs, intermediate steps, etc.)? 

▸ Does it matter? 

▸ What are relevant parameters in a data structure?
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SCRABBLE PROBLEM

Problem.  Store a dictionary so that word lookups (does word w exist in 
the dictionary?) are fast. 

(suppose there are N words in the dictionary)
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TRIVIAL SOLUTION
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INDEPENDENT OF THE DICTIONARY SIZE?
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PREFIX TREES / TRIES

Operations like: 

‣ Adding/removing a word 

‣ Looking up a word 

‣ Counting prefixes 

          …  all possible in time |w|, length of the word being looked up 
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ABSTRACTING DATA STRUCTURES

‣ What kind of data is being stored? 

‣ What are the operations allowed? (add / delete / query / count / …) 

‣ Time efficiency  

          …  all possible in time |w|, length of the word being looked up 

‣ Space efficiency 
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EXAMPLE 2: BINARY SEARCH TREES

‣ What kind of data is being stored? 

‣ What are the operations allowed? (add / delete / query / count / …) 

‣ Time efficiency  

          …  all possible in time |w|, length of the word being looked up 

‣ Space efficiency 
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SUBTLETIES

‣ Perhaps some updates can be slower than others (amortized analysis, 
probabilistic analysis, etc.)
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EXAMPLE 3: STORING GRAPHS

‣ Natural representations? 

‣ How long to find if u and v have an edge? 

‣ How long to return all neighbors of a vertex?
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MORE ON CORRECTNESS PROOFS, RUNNING TIMES

Problem.  Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), and two vertices u, v, find 
if there is a path from u to v.
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CANDIDATE ALGORITHM

Initialize array reachable[N] = false 

Procedure explore(vertex w): 
   set reachable[w] = true 
   for all neighbors w’ of w:  
       if (! reachable[w’]) run explore(w’) 

Run explore(u) 
Return reachable[v]
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CORRECTNESS

Formal statement?
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CORRECTNESS
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SUMMARY

‣ Consider any path from u to v. Claim that every vertex on path is marked 
reachable 

‣ Prove by induction: first vertex on path (i.e., u) is marked 

‣ Suppose vi is marked, then vi+1 is marked
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RUNNING TIME

Initialize array reachable[N] = false 

Procedure explore(vertex w): 
   set reachable[w] = true 
   for all neighbors w’ of w:  
       if (! reachable[w’]) run explore(w’) 

Run explore(u) 
Return reachable[v]

DOES IT DEPEND ON DATA 
STRUCTURE?
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RUNNING TIME
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NEXT CLASS

‣ Divide and conquer


